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Executive Summary 
 
Prompted by concerns about attrition of junior clinical faculty, the Clinical Affairs Committee (CAC) began work in 
September 2006 to gather information about the reasons that faculty (regardless of rank or series) leave UCSF. 
In the absence of existing campus-wide data for faculty who left UCSF, the Committee created and implemented 
this exit survey. Data collected from this survey are intended to inform Academic Senate recommendations for 
improving faculty recruitment, retention and experience during their tenure at UCSF. 
 
Respondents (as of May 2008) 
 
445 Surveys sent to all faculty who separated from UCSF 2005-2007 
124 Separated UCSF Faculty respondents (28% response rate) 
86 Retirees who responded to the survey (70% of respondents) 
38 Faculty who left UC for other reasons (30% of respondents) 

 
Top Five Reasons for Leaving (excluding retirement) 

 Lack of appreciation for work 
 Difficult working conditions 
 Unrealistic workload 
 Low compensation 
 Lack of professional collegiality 

 
Areas of Strength 

 Faculty selected UCSF for employment based on academic reputation.  Exiting faculty view the 
academic and intellectual climate at UCSF as both challenging and rewarding. 

 The non-cash portion (benefits and retirement) of total compensation is viewed favorably. 
 Existing Faculty support programs are well-rated, but are not well-known. 

 
Areas Needing Improvement 

1. Recognition of faculty work and support for balancing responsibilities at the department and division 
levels. 

2. Participation by department chairs and division chiefs in the professional well-being of their faculty. 
3. Administrative support for faculty, including both staff support as well as support for faculty workplace 

concerns from central campus administration 
4. Workplace conditions and physical infrastructure including office space, lab space and communication 

between UCSF sites. 
5. Functionality, efficiency and transparency of administrative structures, most significantly for accounting 

systems. 
 
Recommendations 

1. Implement a campus-wide system for gathering and analyzing data about UCSF faculty from 
both current UCSF faculty and those who leave UCSF.  

2. Foster a shift in culture at UCSF for schools, departments and divisions to improve working 
conditions for faculty.  

3. Increase emphasis on mentoring for faculty and encourage department chairs and division 
chiefs to become more accountable for faculty career development.  

4. Improve communication to faculty about existing programs at UCSF, such as the housing 
support programs and advice about career advancement via an ongoing campus-wide faculty 
orientation program. 

5. UCSF may wish to consider the appointment of an Ombudsman to mediate problems between 
faculty and their Chairs or Division Chiefs. 

6. The total compensation package and its component parts (cash and benefits), needs to be 
reviewed and compared with those at institutions that attract faculty away from UCSF, most 
importantly, academic health science institutions. 

7. Continue to encourage central campus administration to improve campus facilities and 
administrative systems to improve working conditions at UCSF. 
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Overview 
 
In September 2006, the Clinical Affairs Committee (CAC) began work to gather information about why 
faculty leave UCSF, with particular interest in the reasons that junior clinical faculty leave UCSF. As 
no campus-wide data was available, the Committee created and implemented this exit survey. CAC 
gathered data from the Schools of Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing and Pharmacy with the names and 
last known contact information for the 445 faculty who left UCSF since January 2004. Data regarding 
their reasons for leaving either were available, incomplete or inconsistent.  
 
Between July 2007 and May 2008, 124 of the 445 faculty who left UCSF completed a confidential 
survey (Appendix 1) that asked about their for leaving and attitude towards work conditions at UCSF 
(28% response rate). The survey also captured demographic and current employment information. 
The first wave of the survey was sent by mail with an option for on-line completion; the second wave 
was sent via both mail and email, with multiple email reminders and options for online or paper 
submission. Details of the Survey Methodology (sample selection, survey distribution, response rates, 
survey instrument, approach to analysis) may be found in Appendix 1. To preserve the anonymity of 
the respondents, the data presented in this report are aggregated, with identifying information 
removed. 
 
Although the primary purpose of the survey was to determine why junior faculty left UCSF for other 
positions, it was not possible to retrospectively direct the survey only to junior faculty. Additionally, 
comments from senior, retiring faculty also proved helpful. Nevertheless, we are unable to determine 
what percentage of the initial sample were retirees versus junior faculty, and thus the response rate 
for these different constituencies.  Therefore, we do not know whetherthe sample population is 
representative of the population of faculty who left UCSF,  and it is unlikely to be representative of the 
current population of faculty at UCSF In particular, only 30% of respondents were faculty who left and 
continued their career elsewhere; the rest of respondents were retirees. (for more detail, please see 
the Demographic Information section of Appendix 1). 
 
 
Key Findings 

 
1) Reasons for Leaving 
 
The respondents’ primary reasons for leaving (other than retirement) were dissatisfaction with the 
daily work environment, lack of appreciation for work and low compensation. (Respondent comments 
can be found in Appendix 2.) 
 

Reasons for Leaving UCSF

Retirement

Lack of appreciation for your w ork

Diff icult w orking conditions

Unrealistic w orkload

Low  compensation

Lack of professional collegiality
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a. With the exception of retirement, most of the reasons people left relate to the working 
environment and therefore within UCSF’s ability to change. Reasons for leaving are listed 
below in order of frequency. Reasons for leaving that are within UCSF’s scope of control 
are shown below in green and those outside UCSF’s scope of control are in yellow.  

 

Please mark as many as five of the most important reasons that you left UCSF. 

      
Total Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor   

122 12 4 106 

86 0 1 7 
Retirement 

70.49% 0.00% 25.00% 6.60% 

21 2 1 18 
Lack of appreciation for your work 

17.21% 16.67% 25.00% 16.98% 

21 3 1 17 
Difficult working conditions 

17.21% 25.00% 25.00% 16.04% 

15 3 1 11 
Unrealistic workload* 

12.30% 25.00% 25.00% 10.38% 

13 5 2 6 
Low compensation 

10.66% 41.67% 50.00% 5.66% 

10 0 1 9 
Lack of professional collegiality 

8.20% 0.00% 25.00% 8.49% 

10 0 1 9 
Health issues 

8.20% 0.00% 25.00% 8.49% 

9 1 1 7 
Personal or family issues 

7.38% 8.33% 25.00% 6.60% 

7 1 0 6 
Loss of funding 

5.74% 8.33% 0.00% 5.66% 

7 6 0 1 
Inability to support salary 

5.74% 50.00% 0.00% 0.94% 

7 0 0 7 
Interpersonal conflict 

5.74% 0.00% 0.00% 6.60% 

6 3 1 2 
Offered a better position elsewhere 

4.92% 25.00% 25.00% 1.89% 

5 1 0 4 
Lack of opportunities for promotion 

4.10% 8.33% 0.00% 3.77% 

4 2 0 2 
Lack of affordable housing 

3.28% 16.67% 0.00% 1.89% 

4 2 1 1 
Family need to relocate 

3.28% 16.67% 25.00% 0.94% 

4 1 0 3 

3.28% 8.33% 0.00% 2.83% Insufficient mentoring 
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Please mark as many as five of the most important reasons that you left UCSF (continued) 

      
Total Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor   

122 12 4 106 

3 1 0 2 
High cost of living 

2.46% 8.33% 0.00% 1.89% 

2 1 0 1 
Lack of racial diversity 

1.64% 8.33% 0.00% 0.94% 

2 1 0 1 
Lack of good local public K-12 education 

1.64% 8.33% 0.00% 0.94% 

1 0 0 1 
Gender inequalities** 

0.82% 0.00% 0.00% 0.94% 

1 0 0 1 
Asked to leave 

0.82% 0.00% 0.00% 0.94% 

14 1 1 12 
Other, please specify^ 

11.48% 8.33% 25.00% 11.32% 
The questions listed below were added for 
the second wave of the survey.     

4 0 0 4 *Too much administrative work/lack of admin 
support (n=19) 21.10% 0.00% 0.00% 33.30% 

0 0 0 0 **Inequalities due to sexual orientation or 
gender identity (n=19) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
 
^Those who chose to specify other reasons for leaving UCSF wrote: lack of institutional integrity; promotions were  
inappropriate in comparison with colleagues; bad administrative and financial systems; disagreed with the direction the 
program was heading; ability to practice and do research; hostility toward my type of research; moving; age 
discrimination at SFGH. 

 
 

c.   Poor or limited access to informal and formal professional growth and development 
opportunities were key sources of dissatisfaction. 

 

Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5* 

 Total Asst. 
Prof. 

Assoc. 
Prof. Prof. 

 118 12 4 102 

I received supportive and sufficient mentoring. 2.71 3.67 3.00 2.58 

I received regular feedback about my 
performance and how it could be improved. 2.59 3.17 2.00 2.55 

 
*Average Score - Rated on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree) 
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2) Awareness of services to help with retention and job satisfaction 
 

a. Less than 15% of separating faculty felt they could provide input to the evaluation 
processes. 

 
Were you aware of the formal and informal mechanisms to express your input into the 
appointment, promotion and compensation review process?* 

        

  
Total*  Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor 

  14 4 2 8 
Yes 2 0 0 2 
  14.30% 0.00% 0.00% 25.00% 
No 12 4 2 6 
  85.70% 100.00% 100.00% 75.00% 

 
Open-ended Response: 
 
What was your impression of the formal and informal mechanisms to express your input into 
the advancement and promotion system at UCSF? 
 
“Initially, I was not aware of these mechanisms. No one informed me of them. As I became quite active on 
university committees, I became aware of them. The problem is that the promotion process is really quite 
subjective. If your chair does not like you for some reason, he/she can present you in an unfavorable way. On the 
other hand if the chair has close friendships with some faculty, they can write glowing letters that will ensure the 
faculty member's promotion. I sometimes wondered if it was really worth all the effort we have to expend on 
preparing promotion and merit increases when there is the possibility of so much inequity and unfairness. And 
yet, I know there has to be a regular review. If you have an unfair chair, there is really not much recourse for the 
faculty member because the Deans usually back up their chairs, unless they do something incredibly egregious. 
Once when I did express my concerns, I believe the chair learned that I had spoken to the review committee, and 
then conditions were even worse. Although the reviews are supposed to be confidential, I don't think that they 
always are. Because of past experiences, I even hesitated to be candid with this survey. All in all, I had a 
wonderful teaching and research career at UCSF. I loved my students, and I will always be proud to say that I 
was a professor at UCSF. There are so many wonderful people at UCSF. It just seems that we are all so busy 
that there is little or no time to get to know one another.” 

 
 
 

b. Some of the separating faculty were aware of parenting, problem resolution and home 
buying assistance. Among those who used those services, satisfaction was quite high. 
NB: this question was not included in the first wave of the survey.  
 

Parenting 
 

Were you aware of family and parenting resources at 
UCSF?  

What is your perception or experience with the services 
provided by the family and parenting resources at UCSF? 

                 

  
Total* Asst. 

Prof. 
Assoc. 
Prof. Prof.    

Total*  Asst. 
Prof. 

Assoc. 
Prof. Prof. 

  14 4 2 8    7 2 1 4 
Yes 7 2 1 4  Excellent 2 1 1 0 
  50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00%   28.60% 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 
No 7 2 1 4  Good 0 0 0 0 
  50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00%    0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
      Fair 0 0 0 0 
        0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
      Poor 0 0 0 0 
        0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
      5 1 0 4 
      

No 
opinion 71.40% 50.00% 0.00% 100.00% 
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Workplace Issues 
 

Were you aware of the resources on campus to help 
resolve workplace issues such as the Problem 
Resolution Center, Work~Life Resource Center and the 
Faculty Staff Assistance Program? 

 

 
What is your perception or experience with the UCSF 
resources that help address workplace issues? These 
resources include the Problem Resolution Center, 
Work~Life Resource Center and the Faculty Staff 
Assistance Program. 
 

                 

  
Total*  Asst. 

Prof. 
Assoc. 
Prof. Prof.    

Total* Asst. 
Prof. 

Assoc. 
Prof. Professor 

  14 4 2 8    7 3 1 3 
Yes 7 3 1 3  Excellent 0 0 0 0 
  50.00% 75.00% 50.00% 37.50%   0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
No 7 1 1 5  Fair 2 1 0 1 
  50.00% 25.00% 50.00% 62.50%    28.60% 33.30% 0.00% 33.30% 
      Poor 0 0 0 0 
        0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
      5 2 1 2 
      

No 
opinion 71.40% 66.70% 100.00% 66.70% 

 
 
Home ownership 

 

Were you aware of the UC programs to assist UCSF 
with home ownership? 

 

What is your perception or experience with the programs 
to assist UCSF with home ownership? 

                 

  

Total*  Asst.  
Prof. 

Assoc. 
Prof. Prof. 

   

Total*  Asst.  
Prof. 

Assoc. 
Prof. Prof. 

  14 4 2 8    7 1 1 5 
Yes 7 1 1 5  Excellent 1 0 0 1 
  50.00% 25.00% 50.00% 62.50%    14.30% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 
No 7 3 1 3  Good 1 0 0 1 
  50.00% 75.00% 50.00% 37.50%   14.30% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 

      Fair 1 0 1 0 
        14.30% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 

      Poor 3 1 0 2 

        42.90% 100.00% 0.00% 40.00% 

      1 0 0 1 

      
No 
Opinion  

14.30% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 
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3)  Compensation 
 

Compensation was among the top five reasons faculty left UCSF. However, faculty were satisfied 
with benefits and the retirement package. 
 

Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5* 

 Total Assistant 
Professor 

Associate 
Professor Professor 

 117 12 4 101 

The UCSF retirement system was adequate. 3.76 2.66 4.25 3.87 

 My UCSF benefits were adequate. 3.96 3.58 4.50 3.98 

 
*Average Score - Rated on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree). 

 
 
4) Career and location after leaving UCSF 

 
Among non-retiring faculty, the overwhelming majority of exiting faculty left to pursue an 
academic position at another institution. Those institutions are located equally in the Bay Area 
and outside California.  
 

What is your new position? 
  

Total Assistant 
Professor 

Associate 
Professor Professor 

   118 11 4 103 
12 4 1 7 Academic position at another institution 

10.17% 36.36% 25.00% 6.80% 
3 0 0 3 Industry 

2.54% 0.00% 0.00% 2.91% 
4 0 0 4 Private practice 

3.39% 0.00% 0.00% 3.88% 
1 0 0 1 Additional education/training 

0.85% 0.00% 0.00% 0.97% 
2 0 0 2 Career change (please specify below) 

1.69% 0.00% 0.00% 1.94% 
96 7 3 86 Other, please specify* 

81.36% 63.64% 75.00% 83.50% 
 
*Specified responses included: retirement, recall, medical-legal consultant, qualified medical examiner 
and combinations of the choices listed for the question. 
         
Are you leaving the San Francisco Bay Area? 

  
Total Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor 

   116 12 4 100 
20  5  1  14 Yes 

17.24%  41.67%  25.00%  14.00% 

96  7  3  86 No 
82.76%  58.33%  75.00%  86.00% 
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Where is your new position? 

  
Total Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor 

   27 8 1 18 
12 4 0 8 Different city in California 

44.44% 50.00% 0.00% 44.44% 
13 4 1 8 Different state 

48.15% 50.00% 100.00% 44.44% 
2 0 0 2 Different country 

7.41% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 
 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
This preliminary work by the CAC demonstrates that it is feasible to obtain satisfaction and retention 
feedback from faculty leaving UCSF. Although the sample size of non-retirees is small, and likely not 
representative of all who were sent the survey, the findings suggest that faculty who leave UCSF do 
so more as a result of dissatisfaction with their working situation than as a result of better positions 
elsewhere or personal or family reasons. Additionally, although low compensation was listed among 
the top five reasons faculty left, working conditions appear to be a greater source of dissatisfaction for 
more faculty than salary. This may in fact be a hopeful message in that faculty satisfaction and 
retention could potentially be improved without a huge increase in salaries. However, given the small 
sample size, further data is needed to increase confidence in these conclusions. 
 
Improving low compensation and streamlining administrative infrastructure are ongoing challenges for 
UCSF. However, four of the top five reasons listed for leaving UCSF can be eased by investing in 
support structures for faculty to help them balance the demands of an academic career. 
 
 
Recommended Next Steps 
 

1. Implement a campus-wide system for gathering and analyzing data about UCSF faculty 
from both current UCSF faculty and those who leave UCSF. While the information 
gathered in this survey provides an initial base to begin making policy recommendations, 
further work needs to be undertaken by UCSF to institutionalize tracking and analyzing 
information provided by separating faculty. We recommend that UCSF Academic Affairs 
and/or Human Resources make the following changes: 

a. Implement better processes for contacting separating faculty, including creating an 
automatic and immediate trigger to initiate the faculty exit survey process as soon as 
the faculty member gives notice of separation to their department chair. 

b. Designate a person or office with responsibility for speaking confidentially with faculty 
shortly after they leave UCSF about their experience and their reasons for leaving. 
This may be designated by the Academic Senate or by Academic Affairs.  

c. Integrate questions with current HR survey tools, better measures of dissatisfaction, 
reasons for leaving, and comparison of attitudes between separating and retained 
faculty. The Academic Senate CAC recommends this work be undertaken in 
conjunction with experts in employment survey techniques. 

d. Gather comparison data from current UCSF faculty. 
e. Gather data from faculty recruited by UCSF who ultimately choose to work at another 

institution. 
f. Although CAC would like administrative responsibility for this process to be taken up 

by Academic Affairs (or another appropriate office), it would like to continue to review 
the data collected and monitor the process. 
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Establishing an ongoing measurement tool and analysis of the data will be key for gathering 
information necessary to recommend effective solutions to improve the faculty experience at 
UCSF. However, the implementation of such a tool requires a fundamental commitment by 
the Schools and Departments to support a consistent, campus-wide effort to gather data from 
faculty who leave UCSF. The process should also include benchmarks and a commitment to 
make the changes identified by the faculty, with the ultimate goal of sustaining and fostering a 
healthy work environment.  

 
2. Foster a shift in culture at UCSF for schools, departments and divisions to improve 

working conditions for faculty. This could include encouraging department chairs and 
division chiefs to increase their recognition of faculty work, provide better support for 
balancing responsibilities and foster the professional well-being of their faculty. 

 
3. Increase emphasis on mentoring for faculty and encourage department chairs and 

division chiefs to become more accountable for faculty career development. Important 
areas of focus include increasing appreciation for faculty work, improving faculty working 
conditions, improving support for faculty workload and improving professional collegiality in 
departments and divisions. The strongest messages of the data gathered to date are that 
many faculty find the working conditions at UCSF difficult, do not feel their work is 
appreciated, and find the workload onerous. The faculty mentoring program currently 
underway at UCSF was established after the respondents left UCSF. Collecting data from 
current UCSF faculty could help establish the effectiveness of the mentoring program in 
addressing the concerns expressed by the faculty respondents to this survey. 

 
4. Improve communication to faculty about existing programs at UCSF, such as the 

housing support programs and advice about career advancement via an ongoing 
campus-wide faculty orientation program.  

 
5. UCSF may wish to consider the appointment of an Ombudsman to mediate problems 

between faculty and their Chairs or Division Chiefs. 
 

6. The total compensation package and its component parts (cash and benefits), needs 
to be reviewed and compared with those at institutions that attract faculty away from 
UCSF, most importantly, academic health science institutions. 

 
7. Continue to encourage central campus administration to improve campus facilities 

and administrative systems to improve working conditions at UCSF. 
a. Improve functionality, efficiency and transparency of administrative structures, most 

significantly for accounting systems. 
b. Improve administrative support for faculty, including both staff support as well as 

support for faculty workplace concerns from central campus administration. 
c. Improve workplace conditions and physical infrastructure including office space, lab 

space and communication between UCSF sites. 
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Appendix 1 
 
The Survey 
 
The survey may also be found at http://senate.ucsf.edu/2007-2008/d-cac-exitsurvey.pdf 



 
 

 
Exit Survey for UCSF Faculty 

Thank you for taking the time to share your opinions about your decision to leave UCSF. The 
survey takes about ten minutes to complete. Your responses will be kept confidential.  

Once completed, please mail this survey to the Academic Senate Office, Attn; Faculty Exit 
Survey, 500 Parnassus Avenue, Box 0764, San Francisco, CA 94143-0764 

You may also participate in this survey via the web. For more information, please contact 
Heather Alden in the Academic Senate Office: Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu or (415)476-8827 

Recipients  
This survey has been sent to all faculty who have changed their status at UCSF, including those 
who have retired and/or reduced their appointment from full-time. If you continue to work at 
UCSF as a Recall, Emeritus or Volunteer faculty member, please complete this survey based 
on your experiences as a full-time faculty member.  

Purpose  
The summaries of these exit interviews will be used by the University, the Academic Senate, the 
Deans’ Offices and Chancellor’s Office to address issues that may have influenced your 
experience at UCSF, and if appropriate to help correct any problems or deficiencies that may 
have prompted your decision to leave.  
 
Preparers  
Your faculty colleagues on the Academic Senate Clinical Affairs Committee prepared this 
survey.  
 
Data Analysis  
Your responses will be treated confidentially and will not become part of your personnel file. All 
data will be analyzed anonymously and presented in aggregate.  

Time frame  
Please complete this survey within two weeks of receiving it.  

Duplicate Mailings  
If you have already completed this survey, please do not complete it again. We thank you for 
your participation.  

 
If you have any questions, please contact Heather Alden in the Academic Senate Office: 
Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu or (415)476-8827. 
 
 

mailto:Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu
mailto:Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu


	 Yes, I retired and currently work or plan to work at UCSF as an Emeritus or a Recall faculty member.	

	 Yes, I am or plan to be a volunteer faculty member.  

	 No.	

	 Other, please specify:

1. Do you currently maintain or plan to maintain an affliation with UCSF after your recent faculty position?

	 Dentistry	 Medicine	 Nursing	 Pharmacy
                  

2. Please select your School.

	 	 Female		 Male
4. Please select your gender.

	 	 Yes	 	 No
6. Do you identify as LGBTI?  

	 China Basin	 Laurel Heights	 Mission Bay	 Mount Zion  
 
	 Parnassus	 San Francisco 	 Veteran's Affairs 	 Other, Please Specify:
	 	 General Hospital  	 Medical Center

3.  Please select your main campus location.

	 American Indian or	 Asian/Pacific Islander 	 Black
	 Alaskan Native  

 	 Hispanic  	 White	 Other, please specify:

5. Please indicate your ethinic/racial background.  

	 Adjunct	 Clinical X	 Clinical (Health Sciences)

	 In Residence	 Ladder Rank

7. Please select your Academic Title.  

	 Instructor 	 Assistant Professor	 Associate Professor	 Professor   
8. Please select your Rank.  

	  1             2             3             4             5             6             7             8             9             10             Above Scale   
9. Please select your Step.  

	 	 Yes	 	 No
10. Were you a member of the Academic Senate?  

UCSF FACULY EXIT SURVEY



	 Low compensation	 Unrealistic workload  

	 Difficult working conditions	 Lack of appreciation for your work  

	 Lack of opportunities for promotion	 Insufficient mentoring  

	 Lack of professional collegiality	 Interpersonal conflict  

	 Loss of funding	 Inability to support salary  
 
	 Gender inequalities	 Inequalities due to sexual orientation or gender identity  
 
	 Lack of racial diversity	 High cost of living  
 
	 Lack of affordable housing	 Lack of good local public K-12 education  
 
	 Family need to relocate	 Personal or family issues  
 
	 Health issues	 Offered a better position elsewhere  
 
	 Retirement	 Asked to leave  
 
	 Too much administrative work/lack 	 Other, please specify
	 of admin support  

17. Please mark as many as five of the most important reasons that you left UCSF.  

	 Academic environment 	 Colleagues	 Support for work
	 (research, teaching)  

	 Geographic location	 Family	 Other, please specify:  

11. What were your reasons for coming to UCSF?

12. What were your specific reasons for coming to UCSF? 

13. What did you like most about working at UCSF?  

	 < 11 months                   1-5 years                   6-10 years                   11-15 years                   > 16+ years
14. Length of Faculty service at UCSF.  

	 < 6 months                   7 months - 12 months                   13 months - 24 months                   > 25+ months  
15. Amount of time since leaving UCSF.  

	  < 3 months	 4 months - 6 months	 7 months - 12 months                   

	 13 months - 24 months	 > + 25 months  

16. How much notice did you give your supervisor that you were considering leaving?  



18. Please elaborate on the most important reason for your departure from UCSF.  

19. Additional comments related to any reason indicated as one of the reasons you left UCSF.  

	 	 I was appropriately recognized and rewarded for my clinical activities.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I was appropriately recognized and rewarded for my education activities.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I was appropriately recognized and rewarded for my research activities.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I received supportive and sufficient mentoring.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 My clinical, teaching, and research responsibilities were well balanced according to the 	
	 	 requirements of my series.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 Clinical responsibilities interfered with my research and teaching responsibilities.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 There were adequate resources to support my clinical work.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I received regular feedback about my performance and how it could be improved.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

20. Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 
(1 = Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree) 
If your answer is not 4 or 5, please feel free to comment after each question. (Please check)



	 	 My Department/Division was run in a fair and equitable manner.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I was treated fairly by my Division Chief.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 I was treated fairly by my Department Chair.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 The clinical ethics at UCSF were outstanding.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 The academic and intellectual climate at UCSF was both challenging and rewarding.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 The academic ethics at UCSF were outstanding.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 The research ethics at UCSF were outstanding.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 The multiple affiliate sites (China Basin, Laurel Heights, Mount Zion, Parnassus, 
	 	 SFGH, VAMC, etc.) were an advantage of working at UCSF.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 Inter-site transportation at UCSF was adequate.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 Parking at UCSF was adequate.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

	 	 My UCSF benefits were adequate.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) 
If your answer is not 4 or 5, please feel free to comment after each question. (Please check)



	 	 The UCSF retirement system was adequate.
	 	 Comments:

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	N/A

Please rate the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) 
If your answer is not 4 or 5, please feel free to comment after each question. (Please check)

29. What was your impression of the formal and informal mechanisms to express your input?    

	 Poor                   Fair                   Good                   Excellent                   No opinion

22. What is your perception or experience with the services provided by the family and parenting resources 
	 at UCSF?  

	 Poor                   Fair                   Good                   Excellent                   No opinion

24. What is your perception or experience with the UCSF resources that help address workplace issues? 
	 These resources include the Problem Resolution Center, Work~Life Resource Center and the Faculty Staff 
	 Assistance Program.  

	 Poor                   Fair                   Good                   Excellent                   No opinion

26. What is your perception or experience with the programs to assist UCSF with home ownership?  

	 	 Yes	 	 No
21. Were you aware of family and parenting resources at UCSF?  

	 	 Yes	 	 No

23. Were you aware of the resources on campus to help resolve workplace issues such as the Problem 
	 Resolution Center, Work~Life Resource Center and the Faculty Staff Assistance Program? 

	 	 Yes	 	 No (Please go to question 29)

27. Were you aware of the formal and informal mechanisms to express your input into the appointment, 
	 promotion and compensation review process? 

	 	 Yes	 	 No (Please go to question 26)
25. Were you aware of the UC programs to assist UCSF with home ownership? 

	 	 Yes	 	 No (Please go to question 29)
28. Did you utilize these mechanisms?  

	 	 Yes (Please go to question 32)	 	 No
31. Are you leaving the San Francisco Bay Area?  

	 Academic position at another institution	 Industry                       Private practice

	 Additional education/training                        	 Career change (please specify below)

	 Other, please specify:

30. What is your new position?

          Different city in California?          Different state?          Different country?  
32. Where is your new position?  



33. What did you like least about working at UCSF?  

34. What could UCSF have done to keep you from leaving?  

35. Additional comments:  

37. How could this survey be improved?  

Thank you for your feedback.

36. If you would like to discuss any of the issues raised in this survey or any other issue related to your 
separation from UCSF with a member of the Academic Senate, please provide your name and contact 
information below. This information will be kept confidential by the Academic Senate Office and will not be 
linked with the data provided in the survey.  
          Name: 

Please mail this survey to: Academic Senate Office
Attn: Faculty Exit Survey
500 Parnassus Avenue, Box 0764
San Francisco, CA 94143-0764

If you have any questions, please contact 
Heather Alden in the Academic Senate 
Office: Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu or 
(415) 476-8827.

          Email:

Revised: May, 2008

mailto:Heather.Alden@ucsf.edu
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Appendix 2 
 
Methodology 
 
Sample Selection 
 
The objective was to contact faculty that left UCSF between January 2004 and January 2007. Each of 
the four schools provided the most recent contact information on file for separated faculty. The data 
provided by the schools either did not include reasons for leaving UCSF, or that information was 
incomplete or inconsistent. Furthermore, because the contact information (i.e. postal and email 
addresses) was not updated after the date of separation, the 28% response rate was better than 
expected. 
 
Survey Distribution 
 
The first wave (June – August 2007) included a one-time contact strategy via mail. The mailing 
included a hard copy of the survey with a business reply envelope and a link to an online version of 
the survey (identical to the paper survey). Most participants chose to return the paper survey to the 
Academic Senate Office. Their responses were hand-coded into the online version of the survey. The 
second wave (March 6 – May 1, 2008) included multiple contacts via e-mail and mail. Separated 
faculty for whom current email addresses were available were reminded up to three times to respond; 
this group had significantly higher response rates than those who received the postal mailing. Each 
participant in the second wave was assigned a unique URL to prevent multiple responses and to 
allow for better follow-up with non-respondents. A flyer was mailed to separating faculty for whom we 
did not have current email addresses. Because of low response rates, a follow-up mailing was sent to 
non-responding faculty that included a paper copy of the survey (with a return envelope) with the 
option of responding to the survey using an open URL. No incentives were used to motivate response 
rates as funds were not available. The survey information has since been distributed to the school 
and/or departments  to distribute survey invitations to  separating faculty on an ongoing basis.  
 
Response Rates 
 
To date, the survey has been distributed twice. A total of 445 participants were sent surveys (355 in 
the first wave and 90 in the second wave). The total number of respondents was 124 (106 from the 
first wave and 19 from second wave). The response rate was 28% overall (30% response rate for the 
first wave and 21% response rate for the second wave). As noted in the CAC Annual Report, retirees 
represented the majority of  separating faculty that responded to the survey (70%).  
 
Survey Instrument 
 
The survey was written as a collective effort by the Clinical Affairs committee and is hosted by 
Zoomerang. A few changes were implemented for the second wave, but none that directly negate any 
trend comparison over time to the first wave. These changes include (in order of appearance in the 
survey): 

 a retirement screen 
 the inclusion of mandatory questions 
 redefinition of time periods to make the selection options mutually exclusive 
 randomization of response for questions with multiple answers 
 the inclusion of two additional sources of dissatisfaction (inequalities due to sexual orientation 

or gender and the lack of administrative support) 
 a battery of questions related to awareness and use of systems and resources in place to 

address possible sources of faculty dissatisfaction 
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Approach to Analysis 
 
To support the primary objective of the research (to examine why junior clinical faculty leave UCSF), 
we looked at differences in response by faculty rank (assistant professor, associate professor, 
professor). A brief data review indicated that length of time at the university provided the roughly 
similar finding as level at the university. Due to the structure and content of the survey, as well as 
limitations with the software, it was not possible to analyze only non-retiree responses for both waves. 
 
The number of junior clinical faculty who responded to the survey was too small to provide for a 
statistically valid comparison to other populations (i.e. retired tenured faculty). Similarly, small 
numbers of respondents as well as limited Senate staff resources prevented additional analyses. 
 
Limitations 
 
Key points:  

 The respondents to the survey are not a representative sample of either the current faculty at 
UCSF or of the faculty who left UCSF in the last three years 

 No comparison of the survey data has been made to faculty who continue to work at UCSF.  
 

Results 
 
Demographic Information 
 

• School 
o Overall, the majority of the respondents were from the School of Medicine.  
o We received more responses from the School of Nursing from the second wave than 

from the first wave.  
o The School of Dentistry had no respondents for either wave. 
o No faculty left the School of Pharmacy between September 2007 and March 2008. 

 
Please select your School. 

  
Total Assistant 

Professor 
Associate 
Professor Professor 

 124 12 3 109 

0 0 0 0 Dentistry* 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

112 4 3 105 Medicine 
90.32% 33.33% 100.00% 96.33% 

8 6 0 2 Nursing 
6.45% 50.00% 0.00% 1.83% 

4 2 0 2 Pharmacy 
3.23% 16.67% 0.00% 1.83% 

 
*None of the eight separated School of Dentistry faculty contacted responded to the survey. 

 
• Location 

o 71% of the respondents were from the Parnassus site.  
o China Basin was the only location not represented.  
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o 3 - 10% of the respondents were from the other 5 main sites (Mount Zion, Laurel 
Heights, Mission Bay, VAMC and SFGH). 3% responded that they worked at another 
site (not listed in the survey) 

 
 

• Diversity, Gender and Identification as LGBTI 
 
 
 

Please indicate your ethnic/racial background. 
Total  118 

0 American Indian or Alaskan Native 
0.00% 

4 Asian/Pacific Islander 
3.39% 

1 Black 
0.85% 

3 Hispanic 
2.54% 

109 White 
92.37% 

1 Other, please specify 
0.85% 

 

Please select your gender. 

Total 

  124 

26 Female 
20.97% 

98 Male 
79.03% 

 

Do you identify as LGBTI?   

Total 

  118 

4 Yes 
3.39% 

114 No 
96.61% 
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Appendix 3 
 
Open-Ended Responses 
 
Please elaborate on the reasons you left UCSF. 
Work-Life Balance 

 Working too hard to maintain a good quality of life. My spouse and I are both physicians and we needed 
to be able to spend more time together with our kids. This was not possible given the pressure of living 
in the bay area and being a professional that was respected academically at UCSF. 

 Wanted to have time with my family which was excessively limited while I worked full time (i.e. 70-80 
hours/week) 

 My family situation was the critical reason for my retirement, although the quality of work life has 
deteriorated over the time I have worked here (e.g. lack of mentoring, low compensation, unrealistic 
workload, lack of administrative support, professional inequalities rather than gender inequalities). 
 

Department Issues 
 Direct management conflicts. 
 Departmental goals not aligned with the Dean’s goals. 
 Had conflict with Department Chair, who would not support the program and wanted me to violate 

federal rules regarding NIH salary - wanted me to bill for hours not performed. 
 Department chairs who were sometimes unfair, unkind, and sometimes actually mean. Showed 

favoritism & unfairness re. promotions, teaching assignments, and space. 
 
Flexibility for Faculty Appointment and/or Scheduling 

 As the funding environment became tighter I wanted to expand my skills to include clinical practice. I 
took a leave of absence to do this. I am now licensed, and planning to combine clinical and research. 
Unfortunately, as I build up my research again I will be forced to remain under 50% time at UCSF 
(should I remain). 

 The lack of flexibility for faculty is very problematic. I am currently talking with other institutions that have 
more flexibility for this reason. I think this will become a major problem for UCSF as faculty reach 
retirement age and wish to cut back to under 100%, or to combine new interests with their academic 
life. 

 UCSF depends entirely too much on the efforts and commitment of adjuncts, allowing people to believe 
that it is a sustainable way to build a career. In fact, especially now, in tight funding times, it is not 
sustainable and is highly stressful and eventually leads to burnout.  

 My Department told me "there was no model for a Ph.D. In Residence faculty person to combine clinical 
practice and research". 

 
Funding and Administrative Support 

 It became increasingly hard to conduct research at UCSF as the administrative and financial systems 
were in disarray and didn’t support the work I was doing. It was untenable to have responsibility over 
projects over which I didn’t receive good budgetary information. 

 In one of the many conversations that I had with UCSF before I left, I mentioned that having about four 
hours per week of dedicated clerical help would have allowed me to stay at my job. I never brought it up 
again since I didn't want to beg for help. I was too sick at the time. However, this request was never 
integrated into further discussions, though someone sincerely told me she would do anything she could 
to help me stay. However, by this time, I had already worked out a plan to leave for the sake of my 
health. However, it still amazes me that I could have stayed for about $4,000/yr in help. UCSF is going 
to have to grapple with the fact that tenured faculty get sick and need help. It's a shame really that I had 
to leave. 

 Faculty are pleasant, but do not reach out to their staff. 
 I have looked at, been offered, and recognize the formidable challenge of trying to resolve issues in the 

best, but not necessarily least-resistant manner. This does not seem to be the philosophy at UCSF. 
 I worked between 65-90 hours per week as I have many grants and too much work. Because I bring in 

my own funds and that for my research group, plus do teaching and service work, i couldn't seem to get 
it to a reasonable level. Much of the work (grants, NIH committees, Executive Board service, etc) is self 
generated, but part is due to lack of financial support by UCSF institution. 

 Offered position with (more) stable funding - it was a more secure position. 
 Lack of funding due to federal and state cuts. No bridge funding. 
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 Increasing workload at UCSF due to need to maximize documentation (without electronic tools to 
enhance efficiency -- i.e., computerized charts) and need to maximize clinical revenues. 

 I was no longer willing or able to maintain the effort to secure funding for my adjunct position. My 
department chair was unable to offer any kind of long term commitment so I felt it was necessary to 
leave. 

 
Mentoring and Professional Support 

 Dwindling support of clinical teaching excellence. 
 Lack of support within a very intense clinical program. 
 There is very little mentoring. 
 I love UCSF but it wasn't capable of supporting my vision for healthcare that I wanted to achieve. True 

leadership and mentorship is lacking. 
 
Lack of Diversity at UCSF 

 Lack of UCSF commitment to improving diversity and serving California. I did not feel that our program 
to improve Latinos in Medical School was supported by the Dean and other top leaders in the School of 
Medicine. I don't think there's much interest at UCSF to improve the diversity of the students and 
professors in general. 

 Minority faculty are needed but lacking. 
 
Communication between UCSF Administration and Faculty 

 Assuming that pension system remains as is, UCSF should emphasize the benefits of staying on the 
job for many years to young faculty, who then will be eligible for "early retirement". This helps to offset 
the major disadvantages of working at UCSF (relatively low pay, very high cost of housing). 

  
 
What did you like most about working at UCSF? 
Academic Excellence in Clinical Care, Research and Teaching 

 Intellectual stimulation and challenge (22 responses) 
 Superb environment for health care delivery, research, education and community service. (16 

responses) 
 Academic excellence (15 responses) 
 Intellectual independence, the freedom to do my research and the support I received for it (10 

responses) 
 Innovative research environment and high quality of research (7 responses) 
 National reputation and prestige (3 responses) 
 Being at SFGH (2 responses) 
 Building new clinical department, with rising reputation. 
 High level of clinical departments. 
 Encouragement to be involved in Professional Societies. 
 Specialty training. 

 
Colleagues 

 Colleagues (faculty and staff) (60 responses) 
 Being associated with so many hardworking, capable, friendly colleagues. 
 Numerous talented colleagues in all departments and areas of professional activities 
 Exceptionally bright and capable colleagues, fellows, house staff and students. 
 The academic excellence of my colleagues and my division chief. 
 Working with the smartest most creative people in the world 
 Wonderful nursing staff. 
 Collaboration with clinical staff and students - in my division the paramedical staff were excellent. 
 No one seemed to have too big an ego - even though many deserved to have big egos. 
 Camaraderie 
 Faculty were terrific in all ways. 
 I have seen how many departments operate across the country and UCSF was at the top. 
 Interactions among basic scientists very positive, made us all smarter and more effective than we really 

were! 
 
Trainees 

 Teaching UCSF’s outstanding students and residents (24 responses) 
 I enjoyed the teaching - learning environment. 
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Overall/Other 
 Living in San Francisco and its cultural activities (8 responses) 
 I loved it all. (2 responses) 
 The students of various ethnic groups appreciation of my being a minority faculty member. Faculty 

support & benefits. 
 Diversity of colleagues. 
 It was always a distinct pleasure to be part of UCSF activities. 
 Excellent retirement plan. 
 Development of the cancer center 
 UCSF & SFGH - A great place to have a career in academic medicine. 
 I'm very grateful for the years I was able to work at UC.  
 I enjoyed a long career at UCSF, to my benefit and, I hope, the university. 
 I had a long tenure, enjoyed it. Stayed at UCSF and felt adequately appreciated and rewarded. 
 My years at UC were a joy and delight.  
 I was treated fine, but many others were not so fortunate. 
 I had a great career at UCSF. I could not have had a better one. 
 I feel privileged to have served as a member of the UCSF Faculty, and for that I will always be grateful. 

 
 
What did you like least about working at UCSF? 
Lack of Administrative Support and Transparency 

 Lack of quantity and quality of clerical and administrative support (4) 
 Frustrating bureaucracy (2 responses) 
 Lack of multiple types of administrative support (intra and interdepartmental) increased the challenges 

of maintaining my academic/research momentum. 
 Inattention to problems at SFGH. 
 Lack of transparency in promotions, money issues etc. 
 The bureaucracy has made it impossible to function clinically and academically in the restrictive 

environment. It is easier for me to do good research in the private environment. 
 The clinical scheduling of students was very challenging. 
 In recent years there has been a shift in authority from the clinical department chairs to the hospital 

administration. 
 Took a while to accommodate to UC regulations 
 Increasing red tape/increasing caving in to public pressures to appear politically correct. Worst was 

having to deal with the delays and demands of the Committee on Animal Care (IACUC) – often 
unreasonable and illogical. 

 Lack of divisional control of its finances. 
 Struggling with administrative problems against a gradient of inadequate funding from state and federal 

governments. 
 High staff turnover, too much bureaucracy, inefficient administration. 
 University and hospital bureaucracy became stifling. 
 Increased administrative duties in the later part of my career (I was an ORU director). 
 inadequate administrative support (especially during funding challenges). 

 
Lack of Space, Poor Facilities 

 Lack of space and inadequate facilities (9 responses) 
 Inadequate parking at Parnassus and SFGH (4 responses) 
 Separation of campus sites (2 responses) 
 Lack of resources - especially space - and the ugly associated interdepartmental conflicts engendered. 
 Spread out, sometimes like a large factory where it was all on you to make the connections day by day. 
 Travel between different sites was a waste of time. 
 Old building. 
 Insufficient elevators. 

 
Lack of Collegiality 

 Academic political infighting (6 responses) 
 Lack of integrity and ability of leadership. 
 Arrogance of some faculty and administrators. 
 Some very egotistical Department Chairs who felt greatly entitled. 
 University politics and friction with Dean and Department Chair. 
 Limited power of the Dean and unlimited power of the Dept Chairs. 
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 Arrogance of some Chairs, Administrators, self importance of those at Moffitt. 
 Too big, impersonal. 
 Lack of collegiality, competitiveness, lack of recognition for innovative ideas. 
 As a female In Residence member of the faculty, I felt insecure and not valued except for the grant 

funds I generated. 
 The inequitable treatment of people in my department in the past ten years or so. 
 Feeling unheard, unappreciated, unwanted, unsupported. Feeling that UCSF leadership is not 

genuinely interested in increasing diversity and responding to the needs of Californians first, others 
second. 

 A certain elitism in some research departments hindered some collaboration with peers. 
 "In groups" (cliques) composed of "trendy" faculty who brought the lion's share of research funds and 

generally ran departments. 
 Administrative cronyism and its resultant discrimination to non-crony personnel. 
 Limited number of colleagues at UCSF with similar interests. Most interchange with people at NIH and 

other universities. 
 Lack of appreciation for my field of research and clinics. 
 There is a distinct and frequent tendency to overlook, minimize and disparage those physicians whose 

forte has been in clinical medicine. Those whose interests are in the lab remain the chosen few. 
 Lack of appreciation/underutilized 
 Some friction/rivalry among faculty at different UCSF clinical sites (Parnassus/SFGH/VAMC). 
 Lack of communication. 
 It is a bit too competitive (in a bad way) 
 Disparities in policies, resource allocation and treatment of PhD faculty. 
 Lack of support for adjunct professors 
 Lack of appreciation of Clinical Faculty's role with teaching and research. 
 Lack of support for School and Medical Center nursing by upper level administration, lack of collegiality 

between Schools of Medicine and Nursing. 
 Lack of mentoring at upper levels of achievement. 

 
Lack of Funding for Research 

 Little departmental financial security. 
 Stress over budgets and money. 
 Poor compensation and inadequate resources to accomplish mission. 
 The management is driven by funding. When my funding lapsed I received no guidance on reorienting 

my career and was treated very legalistically - no more than a legally correct 12 months given to acquire 
new funds. When it happened, it was possible to get grants that fast. These days less likely. 

 Lack of support during times of difficult funding 
 Lack of long-term commitment from the institution. 
 Lack of bridge grants 
 Limited resources 

 
Inadequate Salary 

 Inadequate salary (4 responses) 
 No salary adjustment (in fact, decrease) over 11 years of service. 
 The pay did not compete with compensation in clinical practice. 

 
High Cost of Living, Housing and Child Care 

 Commuting (5 responses) 
 High cost of living 
 Recruitment was hampered by high cost of living in SF. 
 SF is too difficult to live in. 

 
Unrealistic Workload 

 Constant competitive pressures and relentless need to administer, do research and see patients - while 
raising a family as well. 

 Workload too heavy, long hours (9 responses) 
 The hours - so much work all the time, often interfering with my personal life (i.e., nights and weekends 

were often occupied with work). 
 The inability to combine my teaching, clinical and research interests into a single clinical area to be an 

efficient & productive faculty member. As junior faculty, you are "pulled" in so many different directions 
by the department that keeping focus is virtually impossible. 
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 The unrelenting demands of patient care and teaching the consequent lack of free time. I felt the need 
to be a triple threat in a time when that model was falling out of favor. 

 Administrative duties. 
 Unreasonable work demands, especially trying to achieve this with a major illness; the relatively frosty 

work environment. 
 Increasing incessant demands to maximize revenue at the expense of time for teaching and time spent 

with patients at outpatient practices. 
 
Other 

 The step of my initial appointment. 
 Low priority for primary care, education of medical students. 
 The title "In Residence" 
 Committee work. 

 
 
What could UCSF have done to keep you from leaving? 
Provide Support for Managing an Academic Career that includes Research, Teaching and 
Clinical Practice 

 I think that it is very important to provide a system that helps younger faculty members feel that they are 
valued members of the academic community. I did get that sense to some extent through the Academic 
Senate, but the impression I received from the medical school administration was that, as a woman and 
a PhD, I was there on sufferance.  

 Could have found a way that would allow me to make a living. That is, I felt I needed to add the clinical 
piece in order to not have to bring in 100% of my funding with grants. In the current funding environment 
this was essential. MDs are allowed to do it but I was told that because I was a Ph.D. there "was not 
model for it" Ironically (and I conveyed this to my chair), when I fought to join the In Residence series 
(the first PhD in my Dept to do so), I was told there was no model for a person in the dept to only bring 
in salary thru grants. This has been my experience for over 20 years at UCSF. It's always a different 
model for MDs and for PhDs. An equitable system, one that valued me as much as the MD faculty, 
would have kept me from leaving. 

 Have an administration that is supportive of academics and recognizes this strength of the university is 
based on those who work here, not the administration. 

 Made it possible to slow clinically and continue academically. 
 Have a dept chair  who cares about the working conditions of the faculty. 
 Review and explain appointment step (I discussed this with the chair to no avail). 
 Given me the possibility for career advancement. 
 Given better feedback on balancing job responsibilities. 
 Better handling of promotions - equal advancement for equivalent people. 
 If I had received more support from the Administration, I would not have felt so marginal and may have 

continued longer at UCSF. 
 protecting/mentoring junior faculty members to prevent burnout 
 Starting a faculty orientation program. 
 Lessened responsibilities. 
 Made clinical series staff more welcomed and appreciated. 
 Have the hospital (Moffitt-Long) provide reasonable working conditions. 
 Assistance with clinical responsibilities. 
 Support in working with students. 
 Offered me a ladder rank position or in-residence position. 

 
Improve Administrative Support 

 Increased clerical and administrative support. 
 Improve their administrative and financial systems to be proactive as opposed to reactionary. 
 used institutional resources to provide one with reasonable staff 
 More staff support to allow me to carry on research I successfully pursued at previous institutions. 
 Dropped our dept chair when after his 5-year review as was recommended by the review committee, 

but the dean chose not to do this if the chair would step down in 5 more years. This was done, but it 
took an extra 2 years to get the new chair (who is excellent) and by then I was ready to leave. 

 Nothing... took me a few years to learn you cannot fire your boss. 
 I felt no administrative gratitude for the service in the way there was no financial underpinnings for In 

Residence faculty passing through hard grant times. In general I would recommend junior faculty 
remain at UCSF for no longer than 10 years and then go elsewhere. 
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 If support and appropriate collaborative arrangement been available, I possibly would have remained for 
an additional year to conduct a specific clinical/basic research project related to a book that I had 
recently published. 

 
Improve Opportunities for Faculty Communication 

 I think that it is very important to provide a system that helps younger faculty members feel that they are 
valued members of the academic community. I did get that sense to some extent through the Academic 
Senate, but the impression I received from the medical school administration was that, as a woman and 
a PhD, I was there on sufferance.  

 Director is disruptive, dishonest, and was never confronted in an accountable manner, despite requests 
from multiple (now departed) faculty. 

 Actually listened to input when soliciting it.  
 Treated differences of opinion with more personal respect. 
 I think that UCSF should pay more than lip service to increasing diversity in health care and to serving 

California first, the world second.  
 Stop harassment. 
 Closer contact with full-time faculty 
 Discussion re: my reasons for leaving. 
 Listened to my needs at the time that they were expressed. Actually, just listening and responding in 

general. Better mentorship at the Chair level. 
 More support; realistic expectations; increased compensation. 
 UC makes you feel that, in spite of being MD and full professor, you are nothing more to the institution 

than a "worker bee". 
 
Improve Physical Infrastructure 

 Secured laboratory space 
 Provided adequate office space (any would have worked!). 

 
Provide Funding Support 

 Competitive salary and benefits (5 responses) 
 Secure some amount of salary support. 
 The salary of junior faculty members was embarrassingly low - this kept a lot of good candidates from 

applying for our faculty positions. 
 It will be challenging to keep professors in a teaching role when clinical salaries are 50% higher. 
 Bridge funding for the program, and me, would have helped greatly (3 responses). I think our requests 

fell on deaf ears in the leadership. 
 
Improve Teaching Infrastructure 

 Get started on infrastructure development for students. 
 Help with clinical rotations/scheduling for students. 

 
Help Faculty with Housing, Child Care and Other Work-Life Issues 

 Day care is inadequate. (2) 
 Housing 
 Required vacation, time off. 
 Mentoring about responsibility at home. 
 Leave time until family issues resolved. Part time in Ladder rank position would have helped. 

 
 
Additional Comments 

 Thanks for asking and reading. I certainly hope this doesn't just get filed away, but that some positive 
action results in terms of improving the diversity of the medical and other health care workforce in 
California and that UCSF becomes more responsive to the needs of the people of California first and 
the needs of the world second. 
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